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+.·.Book registration

. . phone,number, and e-mail address on the

~ahf
: .:. .

.. .

.

., Although you ~on't have-toput all of the
informationon the card; the mor~ detajled
informatjon:you .give, .the more willing a
student may be .to call, said Gray.
Forms will be distributed to any student
organization interested in taking part,
.-·-.·:
including Resident Assit~nts whose .
BY AMIEMIWON
residents may be interested.
· NEWS-EDITOR
''We don't take books, -we don't take
respon.se to stu?ent demand, student money, we take information,··Gray said,
enate has organized a book swap to adding that it is up to the ·student's to
elp mak~ up,Jor·the money-students contact each other and work out a deal,
lose between buying books and selling whether it be by exchanging books or
them back.
offering their book at a more profitable
Senate and other students looked into price, for both the consumer and vendor.
changing the system, but the system either
can't or is unwilling to change, said
Angela Gray, executive vice president of
Student Senate and organizer of thebook ( .:.
swap. "External circumstances" and. the
book publishers is what seems to drive the
prices, as the bookstore doesn't control
_.buyback. ·
"Students don't get a fair shake. That's
why we'rehoping to get as many students
registered as we can," Gray said.
The ·idea~of,_the swap is for ·.stude~ts to
exchange information with each other by
fillingout a card that asks the instructor,
-class, and the book information. The
interested party includes their name,

driveimplemented to

give students "a fair
.shake"
•,
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MiddleEasternStudiesminorprogramunder review
BY HOILYSPRAKER
STAfF WRITER

r those interested in the Middle
East, there's good news: a Middle
East Studies (MES) minor program
is now being reviewed for approval by the
UniversityCurriculum Committee.
Endorsed last Sept. 12 by the Arts &
Humanities Curriculum Committee, the
program was first suggested by members
of the Middle East Studies Group,
believing that it would add to GVSU's
quality of liberal arts education.
If approved, the MES minor program
will focus on the area stretching from
Morocco in the west to Oman in the east,
and from Iran and Turkey in the north to
Sudan in the south.
"Although this area incorporates largely
Muslim lands, the culture and history of
Christians and Jews, who have made such
important contributions, will also receive
appropriate attention," said James Goode,
Professorof History.

F:

"We expect that new courses, which
interested faculty propose in [the] future,
may examine any component of these
subjects," he added.
The MES minor program requires a
minimum of 21 (23 for transfer students)
credit hours of course work, includingtwo
semesters of Arabic, Hebrew, and Persian
or Turkish at the intermediatelevel.
One need for the MES minor program
pointed to the fact that the Middle East is
an area poorly known and understood by
U.S. citizens.
"For Michigan the area is even more
significant, for here resides the largest
Arab-Americancommunity in the nation,"
Goode said.
Over 250,000Arab-Americanscurrently
reside in the Detroit metropolitanarea.
Another reason for the new program is
the fact that Christian groups from West
Michigan have had long-time missionary
contact with the people in the Middle East
area.
"Interest is growing among local

Christians, Jews and Muslims to learn
more about the cultures, histories and
politics of this key region as a means of
furthering intercultural understanding,"
Goode noted.
"GVSUneeds a minor in Middle East
Studies, not only because the area is
central to issues of global peace and
prosperity, nor because its history and art
form the very basis of Western
civilization, but because accurate
information among our undergraduates is
rare, and popular culture blocks significant
increase in that knowledge," Goode
stressed.
According to the MES minor program
proposal, student interest in Middle East
courses taught at Grand Valley-has been
exceptionally high over the last eight
years, further encouraging the need for a
MES minor.
The program, if approved,will be taught
by cunent GVSU staff members. Among
those showing strong interest in teaching
MES minor courses and electives are:

Janet Brashier (anthropology and
sociology); Roy Cole (geography); Rob
Franciosi (English); Jim Goode (history);
Barbara Roos (communications); and
Michael Webster (English).
Dean of Arts and Humanities Forrest
Armstrong sees the possibility of this
program's on-set as beneficial.
"I would personally hope that by adding
this program we could help students come
to understand a vital area of the world
about which we in this country seem to
know relatively little-even less that we
do about other areas-and to be able to
engage the people of the region in one of
their own languag~s,"Armstrong noted.
If the MES minor program proposal
makes it through the final stage of
approval by the board of control in
February of 1997, then students can begin
work in the MES minor program in the
following August, with first program
students completing their minor in Aprilof
1999.
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By Laurie Noordyke
Staff Writer
President Clinton ran a .
successful campaign by using::>.
republican principles, according · .
to experts that _served, on a Post.-,i;;
Election Issues _Panel sponso~ '-~:
. ·by Gysµ: and ,Public Affairs./'
.
-:.,,_
Associates>
Panelists · included: · . Vic::e
:·
President. GVSU ..Uni~ersity..·
Relations Matthew ·McLogan,
Congressman Peterli~Jcstra
R- .
Holland; ·,Stat~ Senator D_ick .
Posthumus: . R~Alto, GVSU
King, and
politicalscieritis~Erika
Conimentatoi.Davi_d ·Haynesof
PublicAffairsAss~iates.
Panelists
commented on
President· Clinton's · ·victory, . Party, Posthum_us targeted them
republican ~ontrol of the U.S. for u~ng _special interest $fO~ps.
House and Senate, and the shift to raise funds,"and ·then calling
to democraticcontrol of the State the funds "nonpolitical_money."
House.
Labor unions were able to
"The most exiting thing about contribute heavily to the
the election is that the Democratic Party through . this
republicans still control the US method, he said, which put the
House and Senate," Hoekstra republicans at a disadvantage.
told about 60 invited friends of "This absolutely demands
GVSU at a luncheon held Nov. 6 campaign refonn," he said.
at the Eberhard Center.
King mentionedexit polls that
"Republicans won with their showed people were pleased with
message," Hoekstra said. "The the current government, which
democrats were better at explains
why so
many
articulating our agenda then we republican incumbents were rewere/' he said in explaining elected.
"A very large gender gap hurt
SenatorBob Dole:~.l~ss.
cnt1c1zed the the republicans," King said,
Hoekstra
networks for_ca~ling the_ races noting that wo~en voted strongly
early_,
co~pm.'!nntJ(lheanng th~ · with the DemdcraticParty.
results of a horse racebefore_you
McLoganclosedthe discussion
arrive a~ the_track. He said a saying that "West Michigan has
standardizedtime to start and end been blessed with elected
voting might be a solution.
officials that are ethical, decent,
The shift to dem°':ratic con_trol and dedicated people which says
in the State House wdl have httle a lot about the people that vote
effect on GVSU students,assured for them."
Postumus, Michigan's Senate
MajorityLeader.
Criticizing the Democratic
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$15 for GVSU s
$20 for GVSU s
$25 for G

.·

oused on campus
,liwig off campus
ty and staff

(extra costs aeed to be applied for additional ~ts or lab world

Services: Treatment for mhlor injuries and illnes.s
Coups/Colds
Strep/Mono
Injuries/Lacerations
Routine Pb)isica1s
Paps/GYl\1 &ams
Birth ConCroV S'ID Sa-eening
Flu Shots/l'B Tests
Lab/Xray/EKG/Rrsalso

"I'msorry.

Be A Life
SaverBecome A
Plasma
Donor!

Imust
have
vour
misplaced
paperwor
k...''

Receive
$20.00

"Yourcredit reportisn't back."
"Yourincomehasn'tbeen verifiedyet·
Don'tbe fooled by excuses.What appears to be a delay
could be discrimination.You can fightback.
If you suspect unfairhousingpractices,contact HU_D
or your local
Fair HousingCenter. Everyonedeservesa fa,rchance.

G)
fOUALIIOUSHIG

Ol'PORTUllfTY

FAIiHOUSING
ISTHE
LAW!
f1'1R
HOUSING
CENTER
OFGREATER
GRAND
RAPIDS
• 616-451-2980

~----1
I
Sera-Tee Coupon
New donors receive $30.00
on first donation.

I --------

I

for every
donation.

BE A PLASMA DONOR ...

BECAUSELIFEIS
EVERYBODY'SBUSINESS
MonJfhrs ....................8-5
TuesJWedJFri..............8-5:30

Sera-TeeBiologicals
Limited Partnership
1973 S. Division
Call for more information: 241-6335
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NEWS
·Prepaid.ph·oneca:rds:
ch~ngin·g o.ur ou~lookon
telecommunication
.~UBS, purported~y
the ~heapest
prepaidphqnecard
in .the.tirea . . . .
·

·

BY ROBBIN MELTON
EDITOR

-·p· .:: repaid . phoneck ds: just
. like the phonecardslS~Ued
by telephone companies,
:
are used for various reasons
ranging
from
social
communication to business
promotions. Although prepaid
phonecards can be used at any
telephone, many _ users are
unaware of hidden . built-in
scams.
Jim
Schafer, · . prepaid
phonecardvendor for Grand
Valley's UBS, owns and
maintains
three
prepaid
ph9necard vending machines at

s e v e r a I ~~~~==~~=fflm~

. locations in
t
w
o

Michigan

· "Some of them tell ·you. right
away how many minutes are on,
the card, ahd some of· ihem
don't. Withthe one~ that don't,
you d~,h know ·how ·,n:iany
minutes are on it until ~r you
buy it"
" Some·· of the cards I've
bought llfC $10 cards, with only
15 or 20 minutes on thent And
then there are those like what I
sell· that are $10 and hav_e ~4
-minutes o~ them," explained
Schafer.
'Ai UBS, Schafer's vei:iding

s~

Se,uiu Bfld

Class:_________
TextUsed:

Title: _____________________
Author: ____________

other schools throughout the
country. During its first week at

Author: _____________

h

e

cards
priced at
$10 each
w e r e
purchased.

phonecards

Although

that cost $10
t
h e
and
$20 u.;;;~~~~~~~~=~
vending
machine
each.
The prepaid
phohecard holds both $JO and $20 cards,
industry purportedly has an Schafer stated that the $10 cards
annual profit margin of $5 are the most popular on college
Last year, the
billion, and is popular in more campuses.
than 200 countries world-wide. bookstore featured Sprint
However,buyers should beware. prepaid phonecards.
"I think people are buying
Available everywhere, from
flea markets to college them more from college
bookstores,.prepaid phonecards bookstores because students
come in two varieties: usually need credit verifications
rechargeable and disposable . to have long-distance phone
Within these parameters is a service in dorms," said Schafer.
"My cards sell well at schools
barrage of cost per card versus
because
kids don't have to deal
amount of minutes per card.
parents
who
pay
A rechargeable prepaid with
phonecard
is
used
in astronomical phone bills when
conjunction with a credit card. their kids call home collect, and
relatively
Rechargeable card users can because they're
request that an extra dollar cheap."
"Grand Valley's bookstore's
amount of long distance time be
prepaid phonecards are one of
charged to their accounts.
Disposable prepaid phonecard the cheapest on the market
users, also referred 10 as the anywhere. My concern is
'cost-per-minute to the end' passing the savings on to the end
user, simply purchase the card user, the student. Sure, other
for the allotted amount of time vendors have higher profit
and dispose of it once the time margins, but I have higher
runs out. Such cards are purchase volume," continued
available for $5-500; a $500 Schafer.
According to Schafer, the
card holds approximately 2,002
average prepaid phonecard
hours.of long-distance time.
Disposable
prepaid vendor purchases long-distance
phonecards can be misleading time from a company such as
and deceptive. Imagine for AT&T at only 9¢ per minute,
instance
that
consumers and passes the savings on to the
purchase a prepaid phonecard end user only after a profit has
for $ J0. The first problem been made.
"Grand Valley's bookstore has
consumers may have is that
nowhere on the packaging or on found a way to provide the best
the visible face of the card itself price to the student body, and I
are unwary buyers able to see can stay in business."
While
Schafer's
cards
how many minutes arc on the
breakdown to only 18.5 cents
card.
"I purchase a lot of per minute, at user cost, some of
phonecards to see what the his competition's rates at $10
competition's up to," said per card arc markedly higher.

_

Author:_____________

II
I

_
_

Edition: _____

_
_

Edition: _____

Name: ________________
Phone: ________

I

_

Title: _____________________

bookstore,
Schafer

reported
that · 50

J

Edition: _____

Title: _____________________

- t

s~ .

.lnstructor:__________

machine· has had _positive
feedback,as do those at· many

co u n t i es .
Each
vending
machi ne
holds 175
prepaid

Schafer.

r~~~-------------------~

_

_
E-mall address:________

_

!

~----------------------~
~fill out this form, cut It out. and return It to the senate office at I 10 Klrkhof by Nov.26 1

EastAsianStudiesMinornow offered
BY DAVID YONKMAN

STAFFWRITER

A

minor for East Asian
studies is now offered at
Grand Valley State
University because of increased
student interest in Far Eastern
cultures. Students could only
receive one credit through an
independent study in Japanese or
Chinese language until this minor
began.
"The problem with the onecredit independent study is that
you cannot get along on language
alone in another culture," said
Joe
Helgert,
School
of
Communications professor and
appointed chairman of the
program planning task force for
the East Asian minor. "You have
to put language into context
before you can completely
understand a culture."
The minor program is 21 to 22
credit hours and includes Chinese
or Japanese at the 202 level or
higher. It also includes nine credit
hours of electives in history,
culture, or socio-economic
issues, and three core courses in

East
Asian
culture
and
civilization.
Helgert stated that one reason
for increased interest in Asian
cultures stems from rapid growth
in China's business market.
Sufen Lai, English professor
believes it is "because of the
globalization of the United States
economy. Students are interested
in learning more about Far
Eastern culture, specifically the
Pacific Rim, because it will help
them in their future." Lai is also a
member program task force.
Lai also stated that Grand
Valley has exchange programs in
Japan, China and Taiwan. When
students return from exchange
programs they want to continue
studying that culture.
"Also, one of Grand Valley's
major goals is to internationalize
the university and this program
furthers that goal," continued
Lai.
According to another task
force member for the program,
English Professor Helen Westra
stated that "it is the visionary
student who is most interested in
East Asia. Countries on the

Padfic Rim have the most
economic development potential
in the world right now. Now that
Eastern cultures are engaging
more and more with Western
cultures, we need bridges and
links between the two. Today,
there are as many Englishspeaking people in China as there
are Chinese-speaking people in
the United States."
The program was proposed
nearly two years ago whenGrand
Valley student enrollment for
independent studies in Japanese
increased to 44 students for the
1994-95 school year from 30 in
1993-94.
Melissa Brun, a Grand Valley
student is currently enrolled in
the Eastern studies program.
"I went into the program
because I want to learn the
Chinese language and have some
knowledge of that culture for
when I enter graduate school to
study Eastern theology," said
Westra. "I want to get started in
Eastern theology as early as
possible and this program is an
opportunity for that."
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NATIONALAMERICAN INDIAN HERITAGEMONTH, 1996
BY THEPRESIDENTOF THE UNITEDSTATESOF AMERICA:A PROCLAMATION

as
_:
Nati
O n a 1
~A m e r i c a n
!,,Indian Heritage
··Month. I urge
·an . Americans,
;as·well as their
e C t e d
-·i:epresentatives
,at _the· Federal,
'State, local, and
·.ttjbal levels, to
' observe
this
irnonth
with
.,_
a'ppr Opr i ate
p-'r O g r a m s
·c_eremonies,·and
·-activities.

Throughout our history, suffered by American Indian must be done ~o stimulate . ·
American Indian and Alaska people. Even today,few enjoy tribal economies,create jobs,· •
Native peoples have been an the full bounty of America's and · increase economic
integral part of the American prosperity. But even as· we . opportimities.
character. Against the odds, look to the past, we must also
Our bridge to the 21st. ·
America's first peoples have look to the future.Along with century will rest upon the
endured, and they remain a other Americans, American foundationwe buildtoday.We
vital cultural,political, social, Indians and Alaska Natives must teach our childrenabout
and moral presence. Tribal will face new challengesin the our past-both the good and . •
America has brought to this coming century. We ·can ill the bad-so that they may ·
great country certain values afford to leave any of our learn from our successesand
and ideas that have become people behind.TribalAmerica mistakes. We must provide ·
ingrained in the American must figure as prominentlyin our children with the ·
spirit: the knowledge that our future as it has in our past. knowledge and skills to
thriveand prosper
Let us rededicate ourselves permit them _to surpass our
humanscan
:: IN ·WITNESS
withoutdestroyingthe natural to the principle that all own achievementsand create
!!!!!!!!!!!!~::::::::!!!:=:::::::::~~~
-WHEREOF, I
environment;
the Americans have the tools to a stronger, more united
have hereunto understanding that people make the most of their God- American community. We r~t~tionslilpbetii~n 'ihe trH,e~·
and
·
the
Government'
of
the
set·
my
had
thi~
twenty-ninth
from
very
different - given potential. For Indian must provide them greater
United
States;
and
obligations
day
of
October
fh
the year of
backgrounds,
cultures, tribes and tribal members,this· opportunity. It wa_s the
religions, and traditions can means that the authority of Iroquois who taught that in pursuantthereto, we celebrate our Lord nineteen hundred
come togetherto build a great tribal governments must be every deliberationwe should National American Indian and ninety-six, and of the
Independence of the United
country; and the awareness accorded the respect and consider the impact of our HeritageMonth.
J.
States
of America the two
Now,
therefore
I,
William
that diversitycan be a source support to which they are decisions on the next 7
Clinton, President of the hundred and twenty-first.
of strength rather than entitled under the law. It generations.
division.
means that American Indian In recognition of the United States of America,by
As we celebrate American children and youth must be important contributions of virtue of the authority vested WILLIAMJ. CLINTON
Indian Heritage Month this provideda solideducationand American Indian and Alaska in me by the Constitutionand
year, we take note of the the opportunity to go on to Native peoplesto our country laws of the United States, do
injustices that have been college. It means that more and in lightof the speciallegal hereby proclaim November
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Science and MathematicsDivision
Group·AdvisingSessions
Major

Session
Date

Time

Room

Biology,
GroupScience

Monday,
November
18
Tuesday,
November
19
Wednesday,
November
20

12:00-12:50
p.m.
12:0012:50
p.m.
5:00-6:00p.m.

253LMH
275LMH
168PAD

Chemistry

Wednesday,
November
20

2:00-3:00p.m.
4:00-5:00p.m.

366PAD
366PAD

Computer
Science

Wednesday,
November
20

4:00-5:30p.m.

115MAK

Engineering

Tuesday,
November
19
Wednesday,
November
20

4:00-6:00p.m.
I:00-3:00p.m.

207PAD
207PAD

Hospitality/
Tourism
Management

Monday,
November
18
Wednesday,
November
20

3:00-6:00p.m.
4:00-7:00p.m.

225COM
225COM

Mathematics
andStatistics Wednesday,
November
20

4:00-6:00p.m.

296MAK

Natural
Resources
Management

12:0012:50
p.m.
12:0012:50
p.m.

224PAD
224PAD

Occupational
Therapy,
Wednesday,
November
20
Physical
Therapy,
Physician
~istant Studies

5:00-7:00p.m.

328HRY

Physics

Thursday
, November
21

4:30-6:00p.m.

150PAD

Pre-Health

Monday,
November
18
Tuesday,
November
19

I:00-3:00p.m.
2:00-5:00p.m.

202HRY
106STU

School
ofHealth
Sciences,

Monday
- Friday
November
18-22

Advisors
holding
extended
hours.

Seeoffice
doors.

See
your
academic
advisot
'
orattend
one
ofthe
group
advising
sessions
noted
attheright.

Therapeutic
Recreation,
and

OSH

Monday,
November
18
Tuesday,
November
19

,·

...
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:Senate·p.asses ·motions·.involv.ing-foodservi·ces, dance·trou·pe
The fallowing articles are
updates from the previous
three Student Senate meetings
Thursday,October24:
A suggestion was made to
install automatic doors for the
handicapped in all buildings on
campus. The cost would be
approximately. $2,100 with the
doors costing $300 each. This
suggestion will be sent to the
CommunityAffairs Committee.
There is a Student Senate web
page -in the works. Be sure to
keep reading to remain updated.
-I.atiyaBrackins
Staff Writer

Thursday,October3.1:
Two more students · were
appointed to Student Senate:

Corey Mosley and Scott Hanna.· Ordinance. The resolution was
The AllocationsCommitteeset passed to support the Al.lendale
off discussion of the.budget for Chartertownship.Those students
the recently accepted GVSU riving, or planning on living off
Dance Troupe. The proposed campus in Allendale are
motion was $280.50, and was encouragedto vote "yes."
accepted..
11terewere two sp~es given to
The recommendation .was new studentgroups in the Student
passed to give the two remaining Organization Center. These are
spaces
in
the
Student the Bicycling Club. ~nd the
OJ:ganization Center to the Vegetarian
Awareness
Society.
Vegetarian Awareness and the
Director of Housing Andy
Cycling Club.
Beachnau and Vice President of
Studentsenate supportsfinding FacilitiesTim Thimmishattended
a food serviceproviderother than the Allocations Committee
ARA. .
Meeting. Previous housing
Motion passed: Student Senate problems and the possibiHtyof a
r~commends $225,000 of the . new bus route were discussed.
Facilities Fee to be used to build
''.Itoffered a chance for me to
a sidewalk on Campus West be introduced to them,"
Drive.
Thimmish said. "That way, if
Student Senate members show· they · have problems, they can
support ~f the Allendale Rental come to me."
Facilfties Property' Mainfo.naiice
-TammyNico/en
.;,
-~
Staff Writer

in the senate with five was discussed.
committees. The proposal of
"I would like to see it
adding a sixth committeeto work transfonn from a place for 15
on outreach projects was student organizations to a place
proposed.
for 80 students," said Senate
A restructuring of the Student PresidentJames Class.
Organization Center in the
-Amie Million
bottom of the Commonsbuilding
News Editor

THE ELIE WIESEL PRIZE
IN ETHICS
1997 ESSAY CONTEST
-0-DISCUSSEnl!CS BASEDON A PERSONALEXPERIENCE
.0, WHY AREwt HERE? How ARE WE TO MEETOUR ETHICALOBUCATIONS?
,C,R!FU:cr ON AN ETHICALASPECTOF A LITERARY
TEXT

ELICIBIUTY. FULL·TIMEjUNIOR AND SENIOR UNDERGRADUATES

'

10/29/96
Medical,
Fire,
Ravine
Apartments. Victim received
first degree bums to face and
back of neck. Victim was treated
by Allendale Fire and Rescue
and transported to Campus
Towne Medical Center. Victim
was a contractor.Closed.
10/30/96

Larceny,
Commons.
Complainant ~eported that a
computer belonging to the
Academic Computing Center
was stolen. Complainantis.not a
student. Open.

11/01/96
Criminal Sexual Conduct,
Minorin Possessionof Alcohol,
Lot D. ReportingOfficerwas
requested by Housing Security
to investigate two vehicles with
possible alcohol violations. One
male subject was cited for
critninal sexual conduct in the
4th degree. Two cited for Minor
in Possession.Warrantrequested
on both. One subjectis a student.
Closed.

Thul'$day,November7:
Therewill be a Constitutional
Convention on Nov. 17 in the
Platt River Room at noon. During
the convention, senate members
will analyze Grand Valley's
constitution.
Also discussed at the last
meetingwas the size senate in
the future and the purpose of the
committees within the senate.
There are currently 35 members

-·...

SUGGESTED THEMES

DEADLINE: JANUARY17,

1997

No more than three (3) essays from the same college, university or
campus will be considered in any one contest year. Essaysmust be
submittedl,y a collegeor universityon behalfof its students.

$5,000

FIRST PRIZE:

$2,500

SECOND PRIZE:

THIRD PRIZE: $1,500

Two

of

HONORABLE MENTIONS:

$5Q0EACH

For entry forms and further information, please send a
self-addressed, stamped envelope by December 20, 1996to:
The Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity
1177 Avenue of the Americas, 36th Floor
New York, NY 10036

11/03/96
Malicious Destruction of
Property, Lot D. Complainant
reported that her car window
was damaged. Complainantis a
student. Open.

Medical, Football Field.
Victim injured his neck when he
collided with other players
during football practice. Victim
There were four MIPS issued
was treated by Allendale Fire
Rescue and Life EMS. from 10/30 to I 1/3. There were
Transported
by
Mercy four traffic accidents, including
Ambulance to St. Mary's two hit and runs.

Department of Public Safety
Tip of the Week

Campus Theft
Keep your room or apartment safefrom thieves:
* Keep doors locked at all times, even if you're inside sleeping

or leaving for only a few seconds. Lock the windows.
* Draw your shades /curtains at night, whether home or not.
* Leave a light on while you're away.
*Avoid leaving a note that says you're not in.
* Report broken locks, doors, windowsand lights to maintenance or your landlord.
*Don't hide a spare key outside your home or leave your key
unattended. Never loan keys or ID to ANYONE.
* Never prop doors open. Anyone could walk in.

• Completemultimedia computer customizedtor students
• CampusZ-Statlon• features:
• Powerfullntet•Pentlum•processor
• !Arp cap.city hard drive

• Desktop SystemsIncludeMicrosoft" Naturat•
Keyboardand Microsoft Mouse

HudsonvilleOffice:
669-0040
FAMILY Telephone:
CoopersvilleOffice:
PLANNING
Telephone:837-8171

Loaded)MithMlcnisoft software for study and fun
• MicrosoftOfficefor Windows 95 wilh Word. Mlcrosott lllCel.
""--rPoln~ MicrosoftA<cess.Schedule+, f.ncart1 96 lncyclo~ la.
Microsoftlnlem~ ASSlstani.
• Microsoft Windows9S with Microsoft Internet hplortr

• MicrosoftPlus!
• Garnesfor Windows
9S
• NortDnAnlMllls Ind mo,t

PackardColor DeskJeta-.allable
• Askabout Microsoft ProgTllmmer'sDreamPack
• H~ett

l,n!J..,n

Harddrlvo

100 r,11tz
1.2GB
15"

Monitor

• Plenty of memo,y lo run lodal'\ hollest appUutlons
• Plus & Play Into your camp.,. networ1<with I hlgh-sl)ffd modem

•

ProcOUOf

1ur ......
Price

SJ.699

wltl'I LAN<anl

51799

Ptntlum
133 MHz
1.8GB
15"

1

Ponllum
186 MHz
2.1GB

Pt,,ltum

200 MHz ·
2.1GB

15·

1ur,......,

15·

1u.1·.....,...,

1u .1·....-1

SU99
12099

'2299

12499

S2J99

S2599

Experience Campus Z-Station.
The Computer Store
616-895-2130

2.0
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http ://www.zds.com
education@zds.com
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Llfe'Jhi,tory is onlypartlybasedon hard/act.Therest isjust...
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Whatwill be the fate of
Pin-bot Bride?
ast week. a few of us went over to Kleinerto take a peek at
the Pin-bot Bride pinball game leaning non-chalantly
against the wall. At first glance, it did not seem unusualor
any differentfrom any other game, but upon taking a secondlook,
· thingsdidn't look quite right.
The bride comprisesthe backgroundfor the game itself in which
she is laying in a suggestivelyseductive position. Her mouth, a
gaping shiny, red hole (and void of any teeth) anticipates and
welcomes any. silver balls that may come her way. And for 50
cents, anyone,male or female,.is more than welcometo play with
her. The m9re you pay, the more you can play.
We dropped two quarters iii the Pin-bot Bride to see what she
would· do, but we weren't good enough to be granted such
pleasures. However, someone by the name of ''Tun" was good
enoughto not only experienceall that the bride had to give, but to
rank several times as the best player.
Along the side of one of her long, lanky legs were different
scores, advertisingthat if the lucky player can score high enough,
the bride '\1/illutter oral sounds, and at a higher level, she will
provide visual affects. The higher one scores, the better the
rewards.
As·stated in a Campus_Concern letter regarding this panicular
pinballgame, we must wholeheartedlyagree with Mr. Galaty that
this establishment is no place for such a machine. With the
onslaughtof the Women'sCommission,it is not only ironic, but it
is laughablethat this machineis here on our campus.Althoughwe
don't necessarily feel that it needs to be removed, it stands to
reason that this is just one more way we are reminded of how
contradictorythings can beat times.Keep up the good work Grand
Valley,and thanks for the laugh.

WOW!
GESTQOAR1ER
I." EVER
SPENT!

L

Howmanymonths are
really in a year?
s we are all aware now, November is Native American
Month, as was Hispanic Month in September through
October, and Drunk Driver Awareness, coming in
December. Seemingly, there is also a day out of every week
designatedto some cause, a group or organization,or something
that may have nothingto do with anythingat•all.
Where did all of these special days and months come from and
why? Who startedall of this, and does anyoneout there try to keep
up with any of it? Or is the addition of extra holidays and special
awarenessdays creating insensitivity?After all, if we really cared
about half of these events, we would honor and celebrate them
every day.What good does it do to take one measly day or month
of your life to recognizesomeoneor something,and then to forget
about it once its allotted time has passed?
Docs it make us feel good to participate in these short-lived
events?Do we feel as if we've done our part? And do we feel that
what we did was enough?
Apparently, the manner in which we revere such days and
months is not improving matters. Why don't we show respect,
honorand support for such days and monthsall year long. and not
just during the specifiedamountof time? Or do we have too many
interestsand not enough genuine concernfor anythinganymore?

A

i .·

. · BRlt>E
.OF'PIN~OT
sm1KES
AGAIN!

Pin-botBridesays : 'Makeme live, make
me sing, makeme feel likea woman'
What in the world?Whowould
say such a thing? Is this truly the
wishes of a woman I know?
Believe it or not, this phrase is
repeated over a hundred times a
day, on our own campus.I°would
have thought that the Women's
ClimateStudyand our awareness
of the "Chilly Climate" would
have·put an end to such behavior.
I guess I was dreadfully wrong.
Take a short walk to Kleiner
Commons and sit at a table near
the back of the room next to the
pool tables. If you sit long

enough you will hear moaning
and groaning emanating from a
machine.The Bride of PinBot (a
pinball machine) is calling and
waiting patiently for a joyful
customer. Her mouth is wide
open waiting to consume the
balls of this wishful player-all
in attempt to becomeanimate. Is
this possible? And why would I
want a machinelike this to come
alive.It's not like the worldneeds
another sexist individual. Our
entire life we have been
bombarded
with
gender

stereotypes. Isn't it about time
this ends? This machine has no
place at an institution of higher
education, especially Grand
ValleyState University.We must
work to create a campus that is
both aware and proactive. The
removal of Bride PinBot would
be greatly appreciated.
-TedGalaty
A concernedand very aware
student

-----------,
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rGuest ColumnApplication
1
''CampusConcerns''
I
I
I
I
I

Here's your chance to speak out! Tell us what matters to you-- and we may
select you and two other people to write about your topic. Bring this form
to the Lanthom Offices, downstairs Commons.

NAME:
DAYPHONE:______
EVENINGPHONE:_____
I WOULD LIKE TO WRITE ABOUT:-----------

_

OR MAYBEABOUT:_______________

_

I wouldlike to be a guest studentcolumnistfor "CampusConcerns".I understand
that The Lanthomretainsthe right to edit my submissionfor grammarand punctuationwithoutprior review of thoseeditingchangeswith me. The Lanthomwill,
prior to publication,notifyme of any changeswhichmay substantiallyaffect length
or contentand allow me to reviseo~ rewritemy work. If 1am selected,The Lanthom
will notify me at least three weeksin advanceof the plannedpublicationdate and
give me 11deadlinefor my column.

...----------

I
I
I
I
I
I

- ...

ThursclafrNovember

....

CampusConcerns
HoW..p_·
eop_le canc~~"ge_-thegovernment Student·q.uestions
BY AARONROSEMA
GUESTCOLUMNIST

-·
I

'

'
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am _sick and tired of the
Jying, cheating and overall
· corruption that goes on in
politics. Also, from what I have
heard from other students, they
are too. I also hear an·other
statement that usually comes
right after ~ the previous one:
"That's the way that government
has been and always will be."
I am sorry to disappoint, but
that is not true. · Back in the
1950s; · people trusted their
government. When the Vietnam
War came around, the trust left
the American public. When
Watergate came to light, trust
dropped to an all-time low, and

now it is no higher
. So what can elections on this principle, then
we,· as individuals and a nation the difference may· never be
do about this?
seen. This is why you have an
First; everyone in the n~tion obligation to spread your views
must realize thatthe 'only,way to and opinions. Now, more ·than
have a government that is not ' ever, you can voice your opinion
corrupt is to demand truth from to the public. You can volunteer
all of our elected officiais.When on a politicalcampaign(in a year
you have.an elected official who or so), you can write letters to
is corrupt, you use your vote to the editors of newspapers, you ·
get rid of him/her. When you can use the Internet, write to
ignore corruption you are elected officials now and
effectively saying that you demand honesty from theni on
condone·such action. When you all accounts, and also, the most
do not vote, you are sending the effective way is· to talk to your
same message.
friends and relatives about
The other argument I hear is demanding
honesty
in
that you are only one. vote and government and when the next
your one vote will not make a vote comes around, you may see
difference. This is true if you do some results.
nothing more than vote i_n future

2,4-D is still being
used on campus
was somewhat confused to
read . in the paragraph
concerning 2,4-D by Amy
Greenleein Back in the Day.
By dating it October 1981 and
using the word "used" gives the
impressionthat 2,4-D is not used
anymore on campus. It is still
used on campus to this day!!
As a biology student, a project
for a class involvC!fgoing to
plant services to see what types
of pesticides arc used on Grand
Valley's campus. A very
prominent ingredient in more
than one of the herbicides is 2,4D, a chemical that was indeed a
component of the infamous
"Agent Orange."
Along with this poison, other
toxins, such as. arsenic-a
proven human carcinogen-are
spread on Grand Valley's lawns
and poured into Zumberge pond
to control weeds and algae that

I

we consider undesirable.
Rather than _ making plant
services the bad guy, we must
look at our own personal
standards which dictate the
status quo. Do we really need a
perfect lawn or a crystal clear
pond when the chemicals used to
create this ideal ultimately end
up in runoff to surface water
where they possibly affect our
drinking ·and recreational water
and the food chain?!
Anyone who is the least bit
concerned with the health of our
environment should rethink
his/her values and practices and
consider using alternative
controls. It is also imperative
that we communicate protest of
toxic chemicals to those
decision-makers in our schools
and businesses who OK their
use.
-Renae Fritsma

Americaneeds realitycheck
he description of partial
birth abortions sickens
me. The whole issue of
abortion, at any stage, sickens
me. Aside from cases of rape,
incest, and a mother's health,
women do have a choice of
becomingpregnant before sexual
intercourse. There are enough
forms of birth control on the
market that a man and a woman
should have no problem finding
a method that is right for them.
Birth control is easily attained at
health clinics, even if you don't
have much money or are young
enough to not want parents to
find out.
This is a serious issue in the
whole abortion debate that is
being overlooked. If we really
want to stop these unwanted
pregnancies, we have got to
educate young men and women
about birth control, and more
importantly-where they get it
As a parent of a little girl, I can
understand how difficult it is to
think about her having sex some
day.I don't want to lru:"k
about

T

it. I would like to believe that if I
don't tell her anything about
birth control and constantly
lecture her on abstinence, then
everythingwill work out the way
I like. However, she is her own
person, and she will make her
own choices. I am not here to
make up her mind for her, but I
can at least be sure tha1 she has
the knowledge and opponunity
to make good decisions. It would
be hypocritical of me to not tell
her about birth control, and be
surprised and judgmental if she
becomes faced with an unwanted
pregnancy. I would rather drive
her to a binh control clinic than
an abortion clinic.
Wake up America! Abortion
wouldn't have to be an issue if
we took the responsibility and
educated ourselves and our
children.Get off your moral high
horse and step into some reality.
It is a world of tough choices,but
wouldn't you rathermake the
choice beforeaninnocentbaby is
involved?
-MonicaE. Jenkins

-

why we·pack up early
for our classes

as anyone noticed how
hurried we students tend
to be lately? Watch the
clock in class, and see how
ridiculously early we start
packing up to leave.
Maybe I've misunderstood,
but aren't
most classes
technically supposed to run for
50 minutes? Why then are we
getting up and leaving only 40 ,
minutes or less into the class
period? Even while the professor
is deeply into a lecture with ten
minutes left to spare,. we start
putting our notes away. What's
the rush? We've already been in
class for 40 or 45 minutes, so
why can't we sit for an extra five
or ten?
Granted, lectures can be
boring, tiresome, and even a
waste of time. Believe me, there
have been times when not even
sticks could prop my eyelids
open. And sure, sometimes we
all have better things ·to do than
sit through50 minutes of lecture.
. But the profs are entitled to their
full 50 minutes. They're here
teach us, not to make life easier
for us. Profs have a lot of
material to cover in a semester,
and so they should be able to use
the whole class period.
The rustling of papers and
books makes so much noise that

H

some of us have to strain hard to
hear the rest of the lecture. And,
quite frankly,it's pretty rude. It's
frustrating·for some of us who
are interested in what the prof
has to say. It's almost as if we
have no choice but to pack up our
stuff too. We can't hear what the
prof's saying, so why bother to
stay and listen?
Let's put ourselves in the
prof's position: how would we
feel if we were standing in front
of an audience in the middle of
giving a lecture, and everyone
started getting up to leave, totally
ignoringwhat we had to say? It's
not only rude; it's disrespectful.
We arc adults, and we need to
pay respect not only to the prof,
but also to those around us. From
now on, let's just be patient.
Let's give the prof the full 50
minutes. Let the rest of the class
hear what the prof has to say. It
may seem like a burden to some
of us, but it won't kill us to show
a little respect to our profs and
fellow classmates.
-Holly Spraker
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rom "A Christmas Story"
to "Army of D¥kness."
No, it's not ., Quentin
Tarantino's idea of a date, it's
just a few of the movies
Cinematech is bringing to Grand
Valley this year.
Cinematech is an on-campusorganization which provides
movies for bored and broke
college students such as myself.
Cinematech itself has been
around since 1981 and is now
student-run by a small group of
about ten.
These · are actual projector
movies on a large screen. No
VCRs or laser discs; this is the
real thing. Sound and picture

F

Thur$day, · November 14, 1996

quality are·incredible for a group
of amateurs.
. Cinematech has riot always
·been fun and games, however.
There has :been · quite a ·rocky
road along·the way.
The largest problem has
involved the budget and funding.
Lastyear'sbudget was overspent
to compensate for movies
students wanted and weren't
getting. The funding for the
entire program would have been
dropped if Cinematech would
not have agreed to follow certain
stipulations.
These stipulations included
reporting all money spent and
also reporting a11 changes to ·
movie schedules. Student Senate
was responsible for monitoring
all actions of Cinematech. On

Sept. 12, Student Senate voted to
no longer.monitor.Cinematech.
The job has been taken over by
the Student Life Office.
"Measures. have been taken to
make sure · t_hat the budget
problems of last year will notbc ·
repeated,'~ said Cinematech
President,Ben Hayes.
AH shows are free to students. <.
To keep the program going, \
Cinematechneeds the support of
the campus community. If you
like a movie atmospherewithout .
waitingin line for a 12-dollartub
cheak
out .
of
popcorn,
Cinematech.
All movies are shown in the
Pere Marquette room of Kirkhof
Center, Wednesdays at 9 p.m. . : ·
and Fridays and Saturdays at 7
p.m.
ClnemanCH
Joiceannind
u

tt,ey
ltnluci
_fllmonprojecto;.
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Studyabroadoffers
somethingfor everyone
KristinShoup

BY ANNECOOPER

HungerTheatrepar~icipants
to experiencethird world
environmentfirst hand
BY DAN MOORE
CAMPUS.LIFEEDITOR

presentation on the nutritional
advantages of being a vegetarian.
"We arc doing this because it
olunteer
GVSU's will mean more·not to have meat.
Hunger and Homeless It will show that in order to solve
group will attempt to world problems we nee to look
give participants in Hunger for alternatives," said Hunger
Coordinator,
Theatre an idea of the conditions Homelessness
Michelle Lathers.
in.third world countries.
Simulating the environmental
Hunger Theatre simulates the
environments
and
eating conditions will also be important,
conditions of first, second, and according to Lathers.
'There is more to look at than
third world countries.
Tbe program is in its fourth food itself. Environment is an
year.. This year the event will be important factor.We want people
held in the Grand River Room of to be able to see what is on
the Kirkhof Center, on Nov. 21, everyone else's plate, and to see
what differences
from ~ to 8 p.m.
Participants
----------in privilege are,"
"We want people to be
will receive a
said Lathers.
able ·10 see what is on
Tickets for the
nametag at the
start of the everyone else plate, and event cost five
e v e n i n g . to see what differences in dollars and can
privilege are. "
be picked up in
Nametags will
include a name,
the Student Life
a description of
Office.
-Michelle
Lathers
that person, and
All proceeds
Hunger Homeless
will
benefit
the
country
Coordinator
O X F A M .
he/she is from.
First
world
OXFAM is a
people will be served a non-profit organization that
restaurant-style meal. They will works in partnership with the
be seated at a table with poor in 100 different countries
silverware and plates and served world- wide.
manicotti and salad.
In the past two years the
Second world participants will program has just broke even, but
have a buffet-style meal. They coordinator Bethanie Archibold
wil) be given paper plates, hopes to change that this year.
serving themselves.
"It is designed to raise
Rice and water will be the meal awareness of the inequality of
for third world panicipants. They food distribution.This is really a
will just be handed a pot of rice concrete type of learning to
and a pitcher of water.
experiencehow people in other
At the request of the countries live and eat," said
VegetarianAwareness Society at Archibold.
For more information contact
GVSU, there will be no meat
products in the food. The group the Swdent Life Office at 895will also give a five to ten minute 2345.
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studied foreign language, we still
Program fees vary, depending
believe that an international upon the country, current
experience can be -rea11y exchange rates, and other factors.
Because the overseas programs
terested in meeting people valuable."
The
summer
programs
last
rom
other
countries?
are designed to earn credit
earning a new language? from three to six weeks, allowing toward graduation, students pay
Improving
your
career students to immersethemselves Grand Va11eytuition in addition
marketability? If so, then the in other cultures and languages.
to the program fee. The program
Grand Valley State University's · Senior Cindy Shelner, a in a not-for-profitprogram.
"Every program is run
Office of International Affairs Spanish /English major with a
minor in French, went to Mexico individually and we standardize
(OIA) may have the answer.
OIA provides students with in 1994 and to France this past them as much as possible in
opportunities to live and study summer.
terms of trying to make it
"Being there for a month really economical,"saidWalczak.
abroad
through
summer,
semester,
and
year-long helped me a lot with the
Walczak feels that, careerspeaking,"
said
Shelner.
wise, having international
programs. OIA offers summer
"The way students will really experience is important.
programs in Costa Rica, China,
England, Germany, France, learn about cultures is by going
"There's plenty of evidence
Japan, Mexico, Poland, and overseas for any period of time that the working world is well
Russia. Semester and year that they can afford, " said aware that the world is shrinking,
that there is more and more
exchangeprograms are offered in Robinson.
'The summer programs often interaction with other countries
China,
England,
France,
Germany, Japan, Poland, and act as a catalyst for students," and other cultures than there ever
was before," said Walczak.
Russia. Emphasized areas of said Walczak.
"Once
they
come
back
from
study differ for each program.
"The working world of the
Dean of International Affairs four or six weeks, they stan future is truly going to be
Brenda Robinson wishes to asking: How can I go back fora multicultural."
increase the amount of overseas longer period of time? So there's
Robinson added that it 1s
something really significant that impossible today to be employed
destinations.
Robinson is currently working happens out there," continued in a profession where you don't
with others on campus to offer Walczak.
encounter the need to know about
During the summer programs, other countries and other ways of
work
abroad
programs,
internships and
volunteer Grand Valley professors take the thinking.
opportunitiesin other countries. students to the program site. In
"What happens in the rest of
"What we try to do is find some cases, the program site is the world has a tremendous
programs that are cross- not another institution, but a impact on what happens in West
disciplinary so that study abroad location. For example, the Michigan,
socially,
is somethingthat is accessibleby program in Costa Rica is held at a economically, and educationally.
students for all disciplines," said wildlife refuge.
The shifts in ethnic mobility and
"These are intended to be population concentration are
Alan Walczak, director of
academic programs, so it would changing everything we do,
OverseasPrograms.
'There was a time when study be absurd to expect somebody to everything we think about."
abroadexperienceswere as being spend all their time in a continued Robinson.
for foreign lang,uage majors only. classroom when they are in
For more information on
We're way, way beyond that. If another country. That defeats the international programs, contact
you are not somebody who has purpose," said Walczak.
OIA at 895-3898.
STAFFWRITER
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writing.
The Writing Center offered
"Claims and Evidence: How to
uring t~e . month· _of Avoid Plagiarism" earlier this
November,the · 'Writing week to educatestudentson how
. Center will be holding a to combatplagiarismin theirown
series of workshops:to help :the papers.
It also illustrated how to use
Grand Valley·student population
the variousdocumentationstyles
improveits writing.
The idea for creating these of APAand MLA. Studentswere
workshops is to help students advisedas wellon howand when
with their paper assignme11ts, to quote and paraphrase within
focusing mainly on English 098 their own papers:
and 150 classes. The workshops The workshop for "Revision"
will be heldTuesdayNov. 19at I
will last SOminuteseach and
be offered in three . different p.m. in the RogueRiverRoom.in
locations and times to KirkhofCenter and later on at 7
p.m. in the Devos Living Center
accommodatebusy schedules.
. The purposefor offering these Great Room. It will held again
· workshopsis to heip the student on Nov. 20 at 8 p.m•.in Hoobler
early on in his/her collegecareer. LivingCenter's GreatRoom.
This workshopwill provide an
"They are not only to help
people with the current specific easy way for students to have
assignment,but hopefullyit can their paperscheckedover for last
be applied to make a person a minute touch-ups,especially for
better writer in the future," said students with term papers or
writing consultant Ke11tston those enrolledin English098 and
I50 classes.
Bauman.
"The workshops are an ·
The workshopsare offeredin a
opportunity
for students to get
very
informal,
mvmng
help
with
their
writing in a
atmosphere where students and
consultants can exchange ideas comfortable setting," said
and thoughtsabout their papers. Writing Center Director Denise
·
Tutors will be on hand to Stephenson.
All students with papers ·are
explain some of the concepts
pertaining to that particular welcome,but this.is an especially
workshop,but for the rest of the good opportunityfor English 150
time, it is a free-for-all in which students who are preparingwork
studentsand tutors are paired off for final portfolios.
Students
are
strongly
and allowedto work together.
The theme centers around encouraged to come out and
improving the wntrng of participatein these workshopsto
individualson this campus in a improve their writing skills and
meet some of the tutors who ·
non-threateningway.
The writingconsultantsideally work at the Writing Center here
see this as a way to reach out to on campus.
more students and raise the
consciousness level of people's
STAFFWRITER
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will

·Writingworkshops
Howto avo_id plagiarism
Nov.12O I p.m.Rogue
RiverRm.Kirkhof
G 7 p~m.Greatlbn,DeVosLivingCenter

Nov. 15 Lansing Community
CollegePow-Wow
LansingCenter,Lansing,MI
Nov. 16 Fourth Annual
AnishinaabeArtists Cultural
Show and Gathering
Lansini Community College
FransorCenter
Nov. 18American Indian Art
Show & Auction
Kent Career Tech Center,
Grand Rapids
Nov. 20 Native American
Indian Center Open House
Westside Complex; Grand
Rapids5-8p.m.
Nov. 21 Linda Keway, Little

Phi 13etaSigma Fraternitywill
be camping out on Robinson
Field on Nov. 20, starting at IO
p.m. The fraternity will be
collectingmoney and other items
for the homeless.

TraverseOdawa,Native
AmericanWomenLeadersin
Education
CalvinCollege3:30 p.m.
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"\\ffi•_n':
WiUli~ance?."
depkts Jifestruggl¢s·of FridaKahlO
..-.

atmosphere with hi~music.
. Playwright Clai~e . BrazValentinecaptured the feelingsof
.
.·.-·
Kahlo based on the many
WITH .LI .SA BRINK
troubles she faced throughouther
STAFF WRITER
life. ·While the play takes place
during the 1950s, it explains the
hen
Will I
Dance?" a play entire course of her life from the
about
Frida time she was infected with polio
Kahlo,.opened on Nov. 7 with an at age six until just before her
excellent portrayal of the inner death in 1954.
struggles of a woman who led
very difficult life.
"When WillI Dance?"
In the roles of the two sides of
showed how Kahlo
Frida :Kahlo were Elena Garcia
and Demetria Thomas. The two painting helped he.r face
well·C!lSt leads handled the
her physical and
responsibilityof having the only emotionalpain. The two
speaking parts in the play
sides of Kahlo depicted
extremely well, and both
how she gradually
expressedthe emotion that Kahlo
· must lµlve felt during her life of
realizedthat she could
illness and art. Aaron Hess and
Aaron. Cope played two servants depend on herself, which
was when shefinally
who moved around the stage
cleaning.and providing props for.
· danced.
Garcia and
,,. Thomas. Also on
stage, Brian'Morris helped set the
Garcia, as one side of Kahlo,

, 'W·.

a

s

wandered the stage restlessly husb!Jnd as much as she had depi_cted how . she gradually
realized that she could depend on
.
throughout the play, stopping before.
occasionally for a drink. The
"When
Wil,I I Dance?" showed herself, which was when she
second side of Kahlo, played by how 'kablo's P.aintinghelped her . finally danced.
Thomas, sat at an easel on the face her physical and,,emotional
side of the stage, painting. They .pa~n; .Jii~
sid~ , gf / Kablo_.
explained, as if to the audience, ·.
Kahlo's childhood bout with .:
polio, which weakened her.right .·
leg, and a bus accident, which, :
caused her further injury at age ·.

Jwo.
.'

)8.

Kahlo married a famous ·_·
:
muralist named Diego Rivera, ···
and the couple had a sometimes.
troubledrelationshipeven as they
shared a love of art. Garcia and ·
Thomas portrayed Kahlo as she :
must have looked and sounded ·.
when angry as they discussed
Rivera's frequent affairs.
Rivera later divorced Kahlo,
and her sadness after his . ·
departure filled the stage. When . _
he asked her to marry him again; ·
she accepted, although Garcia
settingfor "When
WIiiIDance?"
Perf~rniances
·w1ifcontlnue
and Thomas showed that Kahlo The
did not need to rely on her -throughNov~17. PhOtoby KristinShOup.

Glr:aiid
ValleymusicianwinsASCAP
awardthirdyear in a row!
'

.

.

BY AMIE .MILLION

NEWSEDITOR

·rand
Valley music
professor
Robert
Schectman has received
the prestigiousASCAP award for
the third year in a row.
ASCAP,The American Society
of Composers, Authors, and
Publishers,is an organizationthat
looks after the welfare of
composers,Schectman said.
If an artist's works are played
over the radio or in a nightclub,
ASCAP
monitors
the
performances. Once an artist
achieves a certain rank in the
music world by having a certain
number of works published, they
are usually asked to join ASCAP.
Although Schectman has been
a member longer than he hasn't
been a member, his invitation to
join ASCAP is only one of many
accomplishments and experiences that his talent and love for
music has brought him.
It started while he was growing
up in New Jersey, 15 miles from
Manhattan,New York.
"As a kid, I never realized how
lucky I was," Schectman said.
"From the time I was 15, I would
go to New York City jazz clubs
with my friends. My family
aJways had season tickets to the
New
York
Philharmonic
Orchestra, where my trombone
teacher played."
After high school, Schectman

G

decided to further his education
at Rutgers University in New
Jersey. He was encouraged to
study pre-law.
"I majored in getting out of
music!" he said, adding that he
had been playing gigs since he
was 14. "Music majors were for
kids who wanted to be a
musician. I already had been a
musician. I had the best teacher
and I had worked as a musician."

I majored in getting out
of music! Music majors
werefor kids who wanted
to be a musician. I already
had -beena musician. I
had the best teacher and
I had worked as a
musician."
--Bob Schectman
GVSU Jau Musician
After two years at Rutgers,
Schectmanjumped at the chance
when asked to join a jazz band.
He toured with the band around
SouthAmerica for a year, picking
up fluent Spanish. After returning
to Rutgers, he changed his major
to Latin American Economics.
He spent a year at home. and
the phone rang again. Soon
Schectman was off louring with
another band around Europe for a
year. It was during this tour that
he started composing, but not

·•.••• ·• •,~,..,-: ..,,:;. >'--'/ ~'...'4:..:.,:: . ,.' .,,
' .··.· ., .· .· .·., . · ...·.· . . .

necessarily for the band he was
in.
After returning to Rutgers and
earning a degree in American
Studies, Schectman studied
privatelyfor five years. He got
other' offers, but this time it was
for scholarships to graduate
school. Yale, who gave
scholarships to only three
composers a year, was among
Schectman's other choices.
However,because the teacher he
wanted to study with at Yale was
leaving, Schectman chose Sara
Lawrence College, where he
could study with the same
teacher he had been studying
with during the previous five
years. He majored in Music
Theory and Composition.
Schectman got his first
teachingjob in New Jersey.
"I felt very restricted in a
universitysetting, especially as a
young professor,'· he said. "I
loved teaching, but I felt very
confined. I don't believe in a
confrontive realationship with
students, I don't beleive in
grading. I think it's irrelevant."
The phone rang again, and
Schectman was off to a new
cluster college in Allendale,
Michigan. He came to Thomas
Jefferson College as a tutor in
music composition, where he
didn'1 have 10 give grades, but
"anectdotalreports."
"The thing that attracted me to
Grand Valleywas that it was an
experimentalschool. It was based
on some interesting hypotheses.
One was that education should
not be a confrontalsituation."
When the cluster college idea
was abandoned in 1981,
Schec1manstayed, although he
would go backto the old way of
evaluation"in a minute."
"I take my positionas a faculty
memberhere very seriously," he
said. "Consequently, I do give
out grades."
Schcctmancurrently teaches
Music 100,directstheJazzBand,
and organizesthe New Music
Project that is held in the spring.

"I like making music. It's part
of what I do. Conductingthe Jazz
Band allows me to relate to the
students on a music-making
level.
"Teaching Music I00 is very
refreshing. I tell the students,
'Don't feel dumb if you don't
understand what I'm saying,
because probably I wouldn't
either.' But, if I can be up here
~caching, I feel, in a way, that
whatever .relative success I've
had as an artist, composer, or
teacher is a real testament as to
what you can do with limited
gifts and a lot of stubborness.''
Despite all of Schectman's

awards, among them the Kurt
Weil prize in Composition and
two New York Composition
Forum awards, Schectman
doesn't feel like he's "there."
"I'm still practicing, still
trying. I'm still not there. I never
will be, and I don't think I want
to be. People crystallize when
they get 'there.·
"My
most
fulfilling
accomplishmentis that I still feel
good. I don't feel like I've been
here 25 years. My greatest
accomplishment is that I still
have the sense to take advantage
of the weapons I have: good
health and vitality."

"Basically,
of
. mciuth. The
will
and
WS:' / WOrd
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It was during· a trip to Africa for oneof theselargepaintings?
an·
artists' workshop in 1990 that
"It takes a long time to see
AJP'S& ENTERTAINMENT
EDITOR
he became inspired to utilize whatyou wantto do," he said,
his native of England colors that .are indigineous to "and then about three months to
SHOW:The Goth Hour:
knows where to find each different location he visits. do it. I usually work on two or
In
additiori
to
the
dedicated
Transcendental
Music'for NocturnalCrea~es
three
paintings
simultaneously
in
plentiful amounts of
thought
Dellow
puts
into
his
WIIE~:
Wednesdays,
9-10:30 p.m.
a
studio."
sandstonefor his paintings.
to
describe
paintings,
he
·is
able
Di,f
,:
Allison
Haight,
WCKS
GothicMusic Director
Students
who
attended
a
'1f.I lived here, I'd be scooping
work
in
inttjcate
detail.
his
FEATURED
MUSJC:.London
After Midnight, Switc~blade
reception
in
Calder
Gallery
last
it up -off the beach," said Jeff
He
said
his
work
comes
out
of
Big
Electric
C,at,
The
Wake,Screams For Tina,
Symphony,
Thursday
were
impressed
with
Dellow, head of Painting at
Rosetta
Stone,
Super
Heroines
a
"combination
of
intuition
and
Dellow's
technique
.
KingstonUniversityin London.
FORMAT:
"Gothfc music is about mystery,enchantment,and
"We're looking at.'Medal' and
Dellow is a visiting art philosophy.· In every painting,
there's
an
example
of
things
unseen.
I play ethereal, dark, ambience,dark wake
wondering,
Why
would
it
be
instructor at GVSU this· fall. He
methodology,
of
method
industrial,
and
post-punk
gothic music," says Allison, wh~ is also
such
a
thing?''
said
art
called
.uses paint to convey an absorbent
~isible."
Dellow
talked
becoming
the
Programming
Pirector at WCKS.
·
Assistant
to
major
Phillip
Hanson
.
.nature and stone texture to
abo_
u
t
one
particular
piece,
WIIY?
"I've
always
had
an
attraction
to
underground
things.
But the students had obvious
emphasize the "heavier'' ·points
Growingup in the S0'_s had that effect on me," she says. "Since
of ltis pieces, some of them four "Medal," which is saturated in praise for Dellow's work.
it~san undergroundscene, if you like Bauhaus,Joy Division,and
"I like its stainless steel
feet acrossby three feet in height. pea green, while illuminating a
round
object
in
the
center.
Sisters
of Mercy,you'll like gothic musi~."
.
pigment,"
Hanson
said,.
"and
its
"What . I use is a German
"I
like
to
make
sense
of
visual
.
ALLISON'S
OTHER
MAiN
MUSiC
INTEREST:
80's
Retro
logic.
Every
third
space
is
a
red
product called 'eisenglimmer.' I
SHOWTIME:Wednesdays, 1-2
p.m. .
.
was intrigued. to find that the structures that interest me," dot. He didn't put it there just to
Michigan lakeshore is made.of Dellow said. "l' m more put a red dot there. It's a pattern." WlµT'S mE FORMAT?"New wave indie stuff and hard to
find 80's stuff - good music that ~dn't get much airplay back then.
''To me, it's biological and
grounc;iquartz and also has.some interested in the developmentof
I'll play.anythingfrom ' . . · . . ...
·
.
black sand. 1 took a handful· of something lyrical, having a organic," said Aaron Bodbyl, an
Berlin·to
the
B-52's,"
says
•
··
"I
thought
it
English
major.
sandJ ike this from Kirk Park."
poetic end rather than a f~rmal
Delio~ takes· :note~-:,--~bout
· end. On. 'Medal,' the disk hangs, .190~ed.like something from the Allispn,who feels the
name of the show is pretty .
·
colors he"sees,wherever he goes. in·th~ ce~ter as a medal ,would." insi4e of an android."
self-::explanatory
.
··
· · ·
·
·
·
flow long does_it take.to c~te
"I'm . a sucker for textural
WHATMAKESTHE
shifts," Hanson· continued.
· · ·"Some of the paint is transparent. OLDTUNESSTAND
.. lt looksJikethere's light corning OUT?"It's stuff I grew
up on. It brings back
lhrough...as opposed to the
memories.Almost every
, opaquepaint here."
song is like that for
Tim Nowakowski, gallery
people. It's just fun
curator, also had some good
things to say about the paintings. music."
"What Jeff is doing is color
Photoby JeremyFrechette.
field painting with the large
expansesof color," Nowakowski
said. "This was a style of
painting in the ?O's. There's
definitely an impulse of I
I.
· decoratinghere."
Acloseviewof JeffDellow's"Phloem."
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PhOto
by Jennifer Seek.

Ozzy-guitarist not so Wyldeanymore
BY CHAD LooAN

FREQUENTMUSI£ REVIEWER

I

with a heavy metal guitarist, but
then Zakk isn't a heavy metal
guitarist on this album. He is a
musician, and yes, there is a
difference. The acoustic flare of
the album mixed in with an
occasional hannonica and piano,
along with a sprinkling of good
old fashioned driving Gibson
riffs, presents a sound that isn't
all that unique, but is definitely
freslt

t happens more than it
should; a member of a band
makes a solo album and you
end up with a clone of the band
of which he originated in. This
trend can be found from the
Beatles to Pantera, and not that it
is always a bad thing, but a little
originalityis nice every once in a
while.
Past, present, and future Ozzy
and "Pride and Glory" guitarist
Zakk Wylde agrees with me, at
least on the originality issue,
with his newest release, "Book
of Shadows."
WhenI flipped the cover open
and saw the disk with a rosary
on it, and to the left of it a
picture of Zakk holding an
acoustic guitar, sharp pains of
regret shot through by body.
The theme of "Shadows" is the
What had I done?
rift
between heaven and hell,
And then I listened to the disk.
good
and bad, and dealing with
Words like "beautiful" and
whatever
path you take.
"pure" arcn't nonnally associated
Songs like "Between Heaven

with chase for $5.00
+$1.00for each cufc!itionaItopping.

COUPON
For collf9e students only No Limit
Accept couponsof competitors in Afferufafe area

---------------------------------------

I
I

and Hell" and "The Things You I
Do" are reminiscent of classic I
southern rockers, The Allman I
Brothers Band and Lynrd I
Skynrd, with a mix of traditional I
Zakk madness seemingly acting 1
as a metaphor between the two
sides of life.
"1,000,000
Miles Away"
showcases why Zakk is famous
as a heavy metal guitarist.
Singing and playing with
distortion,he almost falls into the
trap of sounding too much like·
Ozzy, but where an Ozzy song
would break down and finish,
"Miles" presses on almost to
signify the journey within the
song. The solo makes the song
worth listening to itself, but the
rhythm section shouldn't be
overlookeda" key componentsin
the successof the song.
Although not what I was
expecting, "Book of Shadows"
does an excellent job improving
that not only can you teach an old
dog new tricks, but that he can be
as good at the new ones as he is
with the old ones.

---------------------------------------~
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+...Laker"Groupies"braveall theelementsto attendGVSUfootbalZ-contests
BY ERIC HUFFMAN
STAFF WRITER

M

ove over Bleacher
<,:;reatures,make way
for another Laker fan
club that is on campus. It's the
Laker . "Groupies," and they
consist of female students that
adore Laker blue and white just
as the Creaturesdo.
Members of the "Groupies,"
which include seniors Ellen
Campbell, Frieda Sullivan, Julie
Roiter, Becky Price, and GVSU
graduate WendyMccowan, have
taken their fanatacism to a level
that few dare to.
It all started two years ago. All
the girls werereally good friends,
and loved the game of football. .
They just started going to all of
the games, showing off their
Laker spirit. Later on, they
figured they needed to come up
with a namefor their little group;
and what better to call themselves
than the "Groupies?"
At each game,they put up a
flag so people recognize who
they are; another of their
attention-gettersis to also paint
their faces.
Not that they need help to be
recognized.
"We are in no way an

organization," says member
Ellen Campbell, "anyone who
wants to join us is more than
welcome. We are a bunch of
friends that just love to.hang out
and go to the games. We do this
for nothing more than to support
the team."
Throughall of this, the coaches
and players hav~ come to know
of the "Groupies" and look for
them at all of the games. It's
becominga tradition,so much so
that the coaches and players ask
to make sure they are going to be
at each game.
Frieda Sullivan, another
member,says that althoughshe is
graduating this year, she will
never quit going to the games.
Fans will still see her standing
right by their motto that proudly
proclaims, "Laker Groupies for
Life!"
"I especially love the away
games," Sullivansaid. "We love
harassing the opposingfans, and
they do it back at us."
The administration has also
recognized the effort of ~he
"Groupies." Dan Karpanty,
Assistantto the AthleticDirector,
sees them as nothing short of
awesome.
"They have done an excellent
job, and have always been there

for the team," said Karpanty.
"They get the crowd into the
game and the parents like to ·see
them there showing student
support."
If one phrase could be used to
describe the "Groupies,"perhaps
it wouldbe total dedication.They
are in it for nothingelse than total
support for the team. They have
attendedaUbut one game in their
two year existence, and th_at
ab~encewas the SouthwestTexas
State game in San Marcos at the
;beginnin~of this season. .

Their dedication trUly showed
throughin October,whenthey all
packed up_in an Escort and made
the trip to the SuperiorDom_e for
the Northern Michigan contest.
The trip was nearly se,ven,hours,
and was made all in the same day.
"It would be nice if we can
keep this group going,"
commented . Karpanty. "They
have helped so much with the
sales of the program."
It looks like there will be no
problem in continuing. on the
name of th~ '.'Groupies"as two

underclassmen,juniors Adrienne
Wallaceand MicheleLukas,have
recently joined and are
considered"honoraryGoupies."
The. support given by the
"Groupies" is truly appreciated
by the Laker football team. Even
thoughthey may be a smallgroup ·
in the stands on game day, their
spirit and dedication is large.
Look for them at the Indianapolis
game· this weekend, they'll be
there proving their pledge,
"through rain, snow, wind, sleet,
win, or lose, they will be there!"

It'sa spiriteddayof football,as Laker"Groupies"
(r to I) WendyMccowan,FreidaSullivan,Julie
Rolter,and EllenCampbellshow up at HIiisdaieto cheeron GrandValley.Photo
courtesyot EllenCSmpbtJ/1
..

Volleyballfinishes strong wit.hbig -win GVSUswimminggets
over ninth-rankedMichiganTech
mixedresultsin two meets
BY DoUGLAS LIPINSKI
STAFF WRITER

he Laker volleyball team
finished the season with
back-to-back wins over
Lake Superior State and
nationally-ranked
Michigan
Tech.
After being swept by secondranked Northern Michigan on
Thursday,the Lakers came back
by sweeping Lake Superior (l 59, 15-8,15-11)and MichiganTech
(15-6,15-9,15-10). The victory
over Lake Superior was led by
the steady Lori Janssen and
Melanie Hodges, who combined
for 22 kills. Senior Amanda
Cameronadded 12 kills and nine
digs.
Janssen
and
Hodges

T

coincidentally combined once
again for 22 kills in the win over
the Huskies. Senior Jessica Ping
contribut'ed39 assists.
The Lakers finishedthe season
I9-13 and 10-8 in Great Lakes
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference(GLIAC).The finish
was the highest in head coach
Deanne Scanlon's tenure, which
has been two seasons.
"It was a very successful
season for us," saidScanlon. The
Lakers finished the season on a
high note with the two wins to
finish with a 6-2 record in
GLIAC action at home. "We
played relaxed,hard and enjoyed
ourselves,"said Scanlon.
The Lakers will lose Jenni
Thatcher, Jessica Ping and
Amanda Cameron due to

graduation.Scanlon's squad will
not lose just production on the
court but, more importantly,their
leadershipoff the court.
Coach Scanlon is looking
forward to next season because
of the surprise play. from the
freshman class that included
Bethani Shell, Alicia Hartl, and
Sara Hodits. The other young
standout was Byron Center
native Laura Twiest, who found
her way into the starting lineup.
"She's a solid player, and going
to be a breakthroughplayer for
us," said Laker assistant coach
RoxanneSteenhuysen.
Lori Janssen led the GLIAC in
digs per game (3.54) and was
ninth in kills per game. Janssen is
See VOLLEYBALL,page 13

It'sa meetingat the net, as Laken MelanieHodgesandJenniThatcherreachfor the block.The
Lakenwouldn'tget put Northern,but beat Mlchl1an
TechSaturday.Photot,y KristinShoup.

BYC.D.
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wins, but were hurt in the 500
and I ()()..meterraces.
"We really have only one
male
distance swimmer,"
he
Grand
Valley
swimming
team Newsome said. "We're just not
received a very good real good long, and Indy beat us
taste of what Great Lakes in three events, in essence."
Saturday's meet saw only the
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Conference
(GLIAC) Laker women in action. but
competitionwill be like in two they could not stay with a
Northern Michigan team
home meets last weekend.
The Lakers faced non- ranked fourth nationally last
conference foe Indianapolis year, going down 168-127.
Leading the way for GVSU
University on Friday, with the
women taking victory, but the was Flynn. who captured the
50 and I00-meter Freestyle
men on the short side.
GVSU
. got
tough events. Wilkinson,KellyCurtis.
perfonnancesfrom Jayna Kurti and Kurti also won races.
"We came in a little
and Jodi Wilkinson, who set
school records in different intimidated," Newsome said.
events. Kurti set the 2()()..meter "We came into the last three
Breaststroke and IM records, events tied, but our sprint relay
whole Wilkinson captured a got beat at the end. That just
Laker-best time in the 200- doesn't happen very often."
One bright spot for the
meter Backstroke.
"Indianapolishad some good Lakers, however, was Flynn's
swimmers," Laker head coach defeat in the 50-meterFreestyle
Dewey Newsome said. "We of Xia Fujie, Northern·s best
were down, bucwon five of the swimmer. Fujie has already
last six events. Katie Flynn was qualified for nationals and has
especially tough, and she came done well on that scale.
Up next for !he Lakerswill be
to those lasetwo evencson fire."
Flynn was the anchor for the an important meet 1n Findlay.
400-meter relay, which got Ohio, for a dual meet. GLIAC
opponencsAshlandand Gannon
GVSU to the 120-117win.
The men fared less well. will also be there.
"We will have swum against
however, as they couldn·t
overcome long - distance every conferenceschool eH:ept
Oakland." Newsome said.
problemsin a 125-99loss.
In
short races. Ted "We're looking forward to that
Bunneister (200 IM) and the and our home meet. It will be a
400-mecer relay team posted good test for us."
SPORTSEDITOR
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·Lakerhockey.

also up for Academic AllAmerican status, and has a
good shot with a 3.9 GPA in
Nursing.
The Lakers as a team in
GLIAC action were second in
kills and digs. Grand Valley
finished third in assists and
blocks.
Jessica Ping ended the season
fourth in assists per game. "She
hard noses and goes about
· business,like a true leader,"said
Scanlon.
,That leadership will have to
lend itself to the younger

loses two at
St. Louis
BY RYANHENIGE
STAFF WRITER

.
T

he Grand Valley . club
hockey team invaded
Missouri last weekend
and came up a little short.
· The Lakers battled the
Universityof Missouri St. Louis
twice last weekend losing 7-3 on
Friday, and tying at 4-4 on
Saturday.
"We got off our game a little
Friday," assistant coach Greg
Mertz said. "We had a good first
period but we were pretty weak
defensively."
The Lakers were able to move·
the puck though and get to the
positions they·wanted.
·
"Wejust didn't put the puck in
the net, and we shc:;,uld
have won .
both games," Mertz added.
GVSU got two goals each

-
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EXERCISE
REGULARLY
ANDYOU
COULDLIVELONGER.
INVESTREGULARLY
SOYOU
CANAFFORDTO.

Jl

...

Americans are living longer than ever . So it's quite
passible you'll spend 20 or 30 years or more in
retirement. Can you afford it? Unless you're independently wealthy, chances are you 'II need more than your
pension and Social Security to support the kind of
lifestyle you 'II want.
How can you help ensure that you11 be in good
financial shape? Sign up for TIAA-CREF SRAs - taxdeferred annuities available only to people in education
or research .

fi

teachers
...

Kaplan
helpsyoufocus
yourtestPf1R
study
wtitrl younteiJIt most.
ourteachers
will show
youtheJl'Mfl skillsand
test-tailng
techniques

SRA.a are easy. No pain, no sweat.

The best way to build strength - physical or fiscal - is
to start at a level that's comfortable and add to your
regimen as you go along .
With TIAA-CREF SRAs, you conveniently
coptribute through your employer's payroll system . You

to herpyou...

get a hJiher
score

J-lcalthDepartment

HudsonvilleOffice:
Telephone:669-0040

greatscores
...

••
,,
••
great

.

.&,\County ofOttawa

from forwards Linwood Sova r- ......
~...-;..
and Brent Lafond, but it wasn't ·
enough to counteract the St.
Louis scoring machine.
On Saturday, the Lakers 1
played a little better defense and
helped senior netminder Scott
Nichols to preserve the tie.
The Lakers were led by Jamie
Safford, Tomrriy Hoffman, and
Brad Schulz. Schulz led the
charge by scoring two goals on
.th night.
. The Lakers outshot their ·
opponents both games, but
Missouri's goalie came up big,
turning away · many terrific
scoring chances.
The Lakers will be looking
forward to only their second
home game of the season this
weekend, when they take on the
Chippewas of Central Michigan.
The last time these two teams
met it was an offensive explosion
with the game ending in a 7-7 tie.
This time, the Lakers will
hope to shut down the
Chippewa's offense and grab
another victory.

-

players for the following year,
as well.
"We're going to give our kids
more ownershipof our program
next season," said Scanlon.
"You have to learn to be a
leader."
"Melissa Dewey and Jessica
Tomlin are going to be key
players," said Steenhuysen.
Deanne Scanlon ·has moved
the volleyball team into the
right direct.ion with her
motivating style and her strong
belief in her players. The
GLIAC won't be any easier
next season, especially in the
Northern Division.

KAfLAN
CALL
1-800-KAP-TEST

can start with a modest amount and increase your
contribution as your salary grows.
The important thing is to start now . Delaying for
even a year or two can have a big impact on the
amount of income you'll have when you retire.
TIAA-CREF:
Your fiscal fitness program.
TIAA-CREF is the nation's largest retirement
system, managing over $150 billion in assets for more
than 1.7 million people. We offer a wide range of SRA
allocation choices, long-term investment expertise, and
remarkably low expenses. 1
Call 1 800 842-2776 for an SRA Enrollment
Kit or our interactive SRA Enrollment Software .
Or visit us on the Internet at gopher://tiaa-cref.org,
or http://www.tiaa-cref.org.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."'
I S,.,.J,,,i d
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S:PORTS
Laker women loo·k to run their wayto the top

. . ._.T4ur1.~ax, .:N~
.v.ember
: 14, i9 .96
,,:.,.,,..

BY C.D. BURGE

things
look
especially contribute for us to be
successful."
chailenging.
For senior guard Hipp, it will
"It's tough to win the league
hen thinkingofGVSU when you have kids that young," be important to provide
basketball,
many said Charney. "But we're going leadershipfor the new talent.
"We're really going to rely on
people automatically to fight and scratchand claw,and
youth," said Hipp, who hopes to
tal,k about the new strides and see if we can get in there."
excitementthe men's program is
The Lakers will not be without impro\!e upon a team-high 83
making.
their firepower,however.GVSU assistsa year ago. "Just by being
Well,the Laker ladies willhave returns four staners, including a seniot, I ~nowthat I have to be
somethingto say about that.
seniors Colleen Hipp at guard, a leader; eve.rybodyoil this team
On the heels of their first and Melissa Stahl and Louise has to know their roles."
winning season in five years, Lodgbergat forward.Sophomore
GrandValleywome'1'sbasketball scoringthreatAmy Rehmannand "We're muchmoreathletic
will attempt to contend for the her 61 three-pointersalso returns. than we werea year ago.
Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Added to that mix will be
This conferenceis tough
Athletic. Con.ference (GLIAC) transfer Jodi. VanderVelde,who
top to bottom,but if we
title with youth and athletic has Divisi9n I experience at
can avoid injuriesarid
ability. . .
Canisiust,Jniversity.·
"We're just looking to
The biggest loss,will be felt at
play well, we have a
improve,"said Laker head coach the center position,-as stalwart
chance.,,
Claud~tteCharney. "Our goal is Sarah Jasman and· her team. GVSU Womens
to contend in a . very tough leading · 15.6 points-per-game
Basketballcoach ·
division, - and vie for the averagehave graduated.
.
ClaudetteCharney
conferencetournament."
To fill that gap, Charney will
That will not be an easy task, have to rely on freshmenfor key
The-biggestrole may be played
however. The new GLIAC minutes.Accordingto the coach,
campaign has brought with it the freshman crop of guards by the sophomore crop, which
some significantchanges.GVSU Laurie Zawila and Lauren will have to act as upperclassmen
·
will now be in the · GLIAC's Wright, forwards Nichole on a junior-lessteam. .
"Last year was · big for our
Nonhem division,· which boasts · Backstrom,Amber Berndt, Katie
three of the top four conference Knake, Mary Randall, and experience," said sophomore
teams of a year ago (Northern Lamara LeGault, and center forward.Sarah Hull. "It will be
Michigan, Lake Superior State, Susan Lyon will be called upon. more of a team thing this year,
MichiganTech).
"We call Sue, Mary
and Amber because we don't have one
Add that to a Laker lineup that the Big Three," Charney said. dominantplayer."
Another new face around
has three upper-classmen, and "Those three players will have to
SPORTSEDITOR

W

courtsidewill be assistant coach
Alisa Niederstadt, who came
over from Saginaw Valley State
this year.-She joins second-year
assistantcoach Beth Clark on the
sideline.
The Lakerswill get a chanceto
test all their n~w players a!ld :
styles · against Cornerstone
College this Saturday at the
fieldhouse. . The schedule also
features four ·GLIAC contests
beforethe first of the year.
"We need to win our games
early,"said Hipp, referringto the
late seasonsurg·e of last year that
fell short of a· tournament bid.
"We can't put pressure on
ourselveslike last year to win so
manylate."

·

According to Charney, the
team's ability will be as
determining as anything else in
this year's campaign. ·
"We're much more athletic
than we were a year ago,"
Charney said. "I think we're
deeper,too. You're notjust going
to replace a player like Sarah
Jasman,~ut hopefullyby the end
of the year, we will have players
that will be able to take on that
responsibility.
"This year, we'll do a lot of
perimetershooting,and have less
of a post-up game. This
conference is tough top to
bottom, but if we can avoid
injuriesand play well, we have a
chance."
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,..,·,CPR!MicroAa
totras
·yoiia
cllokeorusecfpm1ucts,
.·
andrental
equiplilent. Hereis a 'lookat a few:

®

EPSON

Aulhori7.ed
Dealer

Lookingf~ compulel'
equipmenton a tight budget?
CPR/MicroAge
hasthe llfl$Wer.
Weofferquality
rental and used productsfor a greatprice!

CallJim Anderson

(616) 459-3294 ext. 228

.JltclaAge-Rlldtlls,
U"d &~nl,
or ~In
~r,iee:
1345MomocAve.NW • GrandRapid.,,MI 49505
Sala antlAtbltWstralion:

1001MonroeAve.NW • GrandRapid.f, MI 49503

QUICK
LUBE
Discounts to GVSU Students
and Faculty
$3.00 off oil change
$10.00 off transmission &
cooling system flush
· We now have the latest equipment
available and qualified technicians
to perform these services .

Paris
Amsterdam
Rome
Madrid

-

$194
$259
$289
$249
$289

Services performed first come, first served,
while you wait or you may make
an appointment.

~--------~"-~

Vienna
iu:'IO _____

ll

__

Dll'KS--$)-

z,;:-a.•-r:::
=:'a':"..'::'

We service most domestic & foreign
vehicles, specializing in 4x4 drive
line maintenance.

flllTravel ..._
_ ___.
NatlonaJ
Reservation
Center

..........

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)

DAILY BUYBACK

EUROPASS
FROM$210

STUJENT LD. llD¥JIRED TO SELL TEXTBOOKS

~

EURAILPASSES
'

,.

'

.. '

NEXT TO THE lbl'ERJUWER

400 Baldwin in Jenison
on the comer of Baldwin

Hours :
M-F: 8-7
SAT: 8-5

Phone :
667-1200

~4!70

Must show Valid GVSU I.D.
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WHERE
THe
·sdN
SHINES~
It's~her~ criticaljob ~penings.
:-SFCJoseph He
·,~wanted
.- parttimesn~ ·sh.av-. month,availableimmediately,
youwantto .be! httilillwww,alte· Levondoskiat249-2626
. (11~21)
eling. Mustbe hard-wQrking
and call874-4045.
(12-12)
co.net/net/nwtu
(iz'..~)
dependable
& haveowntranspprtaGazelle
Sports
is looking
foractive tion. $15/hour
. Callfor mQre
infor- DoI havethegirlforyou!Ofcourse
. Landscapeshe'sa bit.old-fashioned.
.andfitnessenthusiasts
who mation ·• DeVries
CallingAll Artists!Weneedyouto sports
I guess
you
genuinely
con- Management.
(616)669-0500,
M-F, wouldsayshe'sVictorian
makea T-shirt
design
for:LaTertulia arehighlymotivated,
. Shehas
. (11-21)
.excitedabout. 8AM-5PM
(theSpanish
Club).
Rules:
thedesign cemedaboutothers,
classiclineswithhergentlycurved
andcommitt1ld • .. · ...· · ·
mustbeona white8 1/2x 11paper. qualitymerchandise
frontporchandfine·detailing.
Her
FOR SALE
It mustcontainnomorethan4 col- to go the extramilefor eachcuslargerooms
will suiteventhelargest
Wearehiringfull-andpart· . ,\,.
,, , ·.·
·. , · .
.LaTertulia. tomer.'
ors.-It.shouldinclude:
familyand entertaindozensat a
' .su~dance time; Thisis·.a ~omeyou\villenjoy
:.mus1give·µi Te'rtulia timesalesstaff.forourstoreslo~t- .. For.Sale:.'.87, .Plymouth
Thede$igner
permission
tore-usethedesignon ed in downtown
-Hollandand·the · $500
. ~r: be$toffer.. C13r
i~ ·cle.an, foryearsto come
; she·is:brandnew
the T,shirts
, Please·includeyour EastParis
-S~oppes
. Weoffercom- w/goodbrakes
andexha_usfneed
lit- and. near Allendafe's
;-,new high
forcity'driving- school.Century21.Landmark
basedon tieworkbyisreliable
narne.address/e
~maila'ddr~ss
and petitivecompensation
Joni
.phone.numberwith .yo'ur. design. experiencean~ ability, flexible callStu892-4284
. (11-14)
··
· Barbrick
87+,2121.
(l1/Z1),.·
. I):·: ,· :i, •:_,.·~·,.'· ,:
·oesigns
aredueby:Friday,
Decemberscheduling,plus .employeedisForanapplication;
stopbyor ForSale:CBradiow/antenna
6,1996in.Professor
DianeWriight's counts.
$40, ANNOUNCEMENT
86wattampsso·and,passive
Sports24 West8thSt .Jensen
mailbox
inASH289.Thank
you.(11· callGazelle
~J.'i:(~-~\
1~
. Holland,
. under1 year-·old and SiginaSigma
· Sigma
.WDUld
liketo
Ml 494243
(616)392~2282EO$60-aU
or Gazelle
Spo
.rts 398728thSt SE comeWith,manuals.
Alsoboombox congratulateour newly·intiated
Attentionpoliticalsciencemajors GrandRapids,
Ca,rin
Carney,
Ml 49512(616)940-. (wellbuilt)with four 1O":for' sale members
AmyBuron,
(11-21)
$60.CallStuart892-4284
.IH-14)·
(andall othermajors)!
Interested
in 9888.
KirstinGarvey,
.Jennifer
, Hunsaker.
,.:, ..
lawschool?
Notquitesure?Pre-law
KaraJohnson.KasieKadar,Joy
HOUSING
club meetingThursdays3 p.m. Havefun! Earnseriouscash!Sell
McNicol.EmilyMilroy,SaraMott,
·, .;, .
billboard"
advertising
for
upstairs
Kirkhoff
Rouge
RiverRoom
. "bathroom
Julia Muzzarelli,JenniferOrton.
Questions:
callPatrick
Millerat 892- Johnny
Advertising.
Manypopular Allendile· off ~amp~sstudent Beth Sabotka and Andi
5433.
'(11-14)
fi.ve.minutes
away-from Wieczorkowski
locationsin GrandRapidsand housing,
. Weloveyougirls!!
· family (11~14)
Lakeshore
area. Greatcommissioncampui,4 large single
,OPPORTUNITY
withgarage,4 to 6 bed($200-$1DOO
month);
carallowance; houses
possible
internship
credit.Call245- rooms,
freshlycleaned,painted, Coop
• 8weeksstrong
-andlovingit.
for more and remodeled,appliances I'll seeyoutonite,cutie-head
Foronly$0.10 per wordyou can 6467or 1-800-917-JOHN
. Love
.
placea Lanthorn
classified
ad. Call info.(11-14)
included,$1000 to 1350 per yourspecialagent.(11-14)
the Lanthorn
officeat 895-2460,
or
stopin to 100Commons
.
.
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SPRINGBREAKPARTYTRIP

· SALES.EarnFREEVACATIONS
andGREAT
COMMISSIONS
sellmostpopular
ing trips-toFlor-dia's
resorts!TravelAssociates.
a leader.
in collegiate
travelsince1979providesfullmarketing
support
formore
information
callSteveat (BOO)
9988687
. (11-14)

SpringBreak'97. ·Booknowand
save! Lowestpricesto Florida.
Jamaica,Cancun.Bahamas.
and
Carnival
Crusies.
Nowhiringcampus
Tours1·
reps!EndlessSummer
800-234-7007
Jay895-6791.
(2-20)

\.
L£FTOV£RSp
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BY NA1£ SCOTT

nls ...

Tho Comic Strip Choroctor's Oflldol Credo:

Startyourown instructional
video
business-now!
Makebig money
with our catalog'sfeaturingthe
world'sbesthow-tovideosandCDROMs.Freebrochure.
call 1-800262-3822
Dept.91880
. 112
-12)
An internet business'Own an
instructionalvideo and CD-ROM
storeontheworldwideweb. completeordertakingandshipping
support NOINVENTORY
NEEDED!
Free
inv~Me
a c~rge'fPr:µpone
calls, brochure
call 1-800-262-3822
Dept
booklets,
information,
>CODs,etc. 91880(12-12)
Replywith
caution
.:···
Law Enforcement Careers
Nationwide
:
ATTENTION
Police/Probation/Correct
ions/Secu
ri
ty YouneedtheLawEnforcement
Wehavecurrentinformation
con- EmploymentMonthly. Free
: 810-852-9195
(12-12)
cerning abortion
. infanticide
. Information
assisted
suicide.
euthanasia,
adoption.andCrisisPregnancy
Centers
. SAVE MONEYON TRAVEL!
. Cruises.more
Contact:
Rightto Life of Holland Airlines. Hotels
MAKE
MONEY
ON
TRAVEL!
NoArea
, 100S. WaverlyRd., Holland.
&
Fund
Raiding
risk
income
Ml.,49423.Phone
396-1037Our
GoodLife Unlimited
Website
: http://www.rtl.org E- Opportunities
887-2120
800-895-2959
(4-17)
mail:info@rtl.org
(4-17)
Forall thosewhosendcomplaints, HELP WANTED
opinionsand concerns
to friends
in
through
e-mail,sendthemto some- Attention!!! Anyoneinterested
Law
Enforcement?
Michigan
onewhocanhelpyoumakea differ·
Guard
hasopening
in their
ence
. TheLanthorn
wantsto hear National
Military
police
unit
No
experience
fromyou.Please
callRobbin
at 895necessary.
$2,500bonusto join for
2464
.
limited time. Call SFCJoesph
at 249-2626
. (11-21)
To anyonewho is affiliatedwith Levandoski
"Thestraights.·
I wantto meetyou.
NEEDCASH?MichiganNational
Please
contact
Robbin
at 895-2464
.
Guardhas$2,500bonusto joinfor

at GVSU ••. b

Riek, Rossow
Hey, Kids! Can you pick out
your leadingNews Figures?
Match the letter with the name:

0

1.The
Christian
Rights
Group
2.GVSU
football
team
3.Lanthorn
Staff
,.
4.The
Homosexual
Guerillas
5.Computer
Lab
Workers
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~ep~ng fo! the.challenges ·of tomorro~'s information
careers takes a school with exceptional resources and faculty
commitment It takes the School oflnfonnation at the
University of Michigan. Apply now for summer and fall 1997.

Our Master of Science in
·-lnfonnation and doctoral
programs value tradition yet
boldly embrace technological
·
advances .

.,..

Faculty expertise spans library

studies,information sciences,
archival administration,
economics, management,
organizational development,
behavioral science, user
interface collaboration technology, human-computer interaction,,computer science, and
systems engineering.
~

•

.*
1

RealJobs,RealFutures
Our graduates can be found:
• At CNN,America Online,
United Technologies,
Microsoft, and other
· leading corporations
• At Dream Works and other
entertainment companies
• At libraries, museums,
and archives throughout
the world

• AsInternet/Web trainers

• On university faculties

ApplicationDeadlines
January 15, 1997-The doctoral program (fall tcnn only)
February l, 1997-MSl (in consideration offinancial aid)
April 15, 1997 - All other MS! applications

JoinUsl
(313) 763-2285
SI.Admissions@umich .edu
http:/ /www.si.umich.edu/
TheUniversityof Michiganisan EqualOppottunity/Affirmative
ActionInstitution
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